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INTRODUCTION TO HEMP PROTEIN

SUPERCHARGE YOUR BUSINESS WITH HEMP PROTEIN

1606:1606: French Botanist Louis Hebert planted the first hemp crop in North America in Port Royal, Acadia (present-day Nova Scotia).

As far as the history of hemp protein powder, from our research there is not much on
ancient practices or writings about making hemp protein powder in particular.

However, we do know that it's been grown for thousands of years and used as a fiber
and protein source throughout the generations. I won't go into detail on the history of
hemp now, but it's vital to know that it's here for a reason, as one of the most perfect
and compete foods on the planet with its protein, essential fatty acids, minerals and
fiber.

In the last 35 + years, through the relagalization of Hemp in over 35 Industrialized
Nations hemp seeds have been used as a powerhouse of protien and quality nutrientspowerhouse of protien and quality nutrients
for thousands of companies and individuals globally.for thousands of companies and individuals globally.

And NOW that Industrial Hemp is legal in the United States, we are able to benefit
from the local growth of this amazing plant!

So now that we're up to speed on on vital hemp seeds are, and that they are legal to
work with in the USA, let's discuss why it's so crucial for you to start working with
hemp protein!
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Whether you're just discovering hemp proteinjust discovering hemp protein, or you're wanting to dive deeper into
the know, our intentionour intention is that you're hempowered and hempducated after reading
this!

In this brief whitepaper, you're going learn about howhow hemp protein is madehemp protein is made, thethe
different gradesdifferent grades or percentages, and how it compareshow it compares to other protein sources.

Also, you'll get to know the lingo when it comes to offering hemp protein to your
customers, whether you're repackaging the protein or adding it to one of your amazing
product formulations.
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